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Jennifer Wright at the Garden of
England Run with Douglas 350cc.
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A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
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Hello everyone,
We had another great trip to the Isle of Man for The Manx GP,
I took my 1935 Triumph 5/2 and sampled the usual delights including
the Jurby Festival, Bill Snelling’s FoTToFinders display, Ramsey sprint,
Classic Bike magazine night at Peel and Murray’s Motorcycle Museum
at Santon next to Fairy Bridge.
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The lateness of the Manx meant we missed our annual excursion
to Beaulieu, but we did get to the Ace Cafe Brighton Burn-Up on our
bikes. The rest of September was filled with our Romney Marsh Bikejumble, swiftly followed
by The Romney Marsh Run which I also organise. A good autumnal run on the Golden Flash
to Offham classic vehicle gathering, then it was the South of England Show at Ardingly, where
Jim Redman MBE was our charming Guest of Honour. Another Autumnal Run through the
lanes of Kent on the BSA OC run to the coast, riding my BSA Golden Flash.
The list of marque specialists is repeated, as I’ve had a great response and there are some
additions.
Some more good news is that Paul Rees has volunteered to organise the Chiddingly
club nights, Ian Cockshull the Ixion Run and Chris Tullett the Rose of The Shires Run. The
bad news is the Club urgently needs some key players, in the form of a treasurer and a
membership secretary. Do consider volunteering and thanks should go to the outgoing post
holders Andrew and Paul.
Meanwhile, the Essex Club meeting has a new venue, The Vine, Great Bardfield,
Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR. The meet is on the first Saturday of the month; see the Calendar
for full details.
All the best, Julie.

A New Membership Secretary is Required

Baz Staple

Our fairly new Membership Secretary Paul Cromie has had a job promotion and now finds
himself out of the country for longish periods and consequently cannot fulfil the SMCC
membership secretary job which he was happily doing.
We need a new volunteer to take on this important task as soon as possible. Please
consider assisting the club in this field and initially contact either Arnold or myself.

contact@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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URGENT - New Club Treasurer Required

Arnold Marshall

As reported in the last Club News, our current Treasurer Andrew Lesley has an increased
professional work load now and is regrettably no longer able to cope with the Treasurer's
job in a timely manner. Andrew is now out of the country for long periods, consequently, he
has very limited time (approximately one morning once a fortnight) to do the books and pay
expenses.
Andrew has already simplified the book keeping to a large extent and is working to further
streamline this essential Club task. The result is that for someone based in the UK the
workload will be quite comfortable.
Will someone please give this important position serious consideration and contact either
Baz or myself to learn more about what is involved?
A volunteer needs to step forward NOW, ready to be in place from the AGM in March 2016.

Essex Club Meeting

Rob Woodford

The new venue for the Essex club meeting is The Vine, Vine Street, Great Bardfield, Braintree,
Essex CM7 4SR. www.vine-greatbardfield.co.uk All are welcome, the meetings take place on
the first Saturday of the month, the date of next meeting is 7th November.
Contact: Rob Woodford robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk 07847 098597

Pinhard Trophy

Tony Lloyd

Once again we are seeking nominations for one of the UK’s most prestigious awards - THE
Pinhard Trophy which is in the gift of Sunbeam MCC. This award has been presented since
1950 to the best Under-21 year old sporting motorcyclist competing under ACU or SACU
jurisdiction.
Last year’s winner was Zach Wajtknecht. Zach became FIM Long Track Youth 250cc World
Champion in Morize, France. Also, as ACU Senior Youth winner he was given a wild-card
entry to be the youngest ever British 250cc champion with maximum points in his first adult
year. On being told of his Pinhard success, Zach said "I’m over the moon with winning the
Trophy, it’s a great way to top off a fantastic season in both youth and adult racing”.
Previous winners are an honours roll of motorcycling greats over the last 60 years who
have excelled in all spheres of the sport including Mike Hailwood, Jeff Smith, Brian Martin,
Roy Peplow, Dan Shorey, Scott Ellis, Alexz Wigg and a host of others who have gone on to
be national and international household names.
The Trophy is a huge three gallon cup together with a retention replica Tankard. Sunbeam
MCC awards the trophy in memory of Frederick William Pinhard who died in 1948 whilst
serving as Secretary of the Club. Zach’s family put it to good use at the presentation this year
to cool an endless supply of Champagne.

Mawer and Joan Westbrook.
Entry Forms, regulations and a list of previous winners are available on the club website.

Notice of Annual General Meeting:

Sat 5th March 2016 Arnold Marshall

The Annual General Meeting of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd. will be held on Saturday
5th March 2016 at the Peacock Lodge, Eastbourne Road, New Chapel, Surrey, RH7 6HL.
The meeting will commence at 2.00pm sharp. Peacock Lodge is on the A22 road between
the M25 and East Grinstead.
Any member may propose a resolution for consideration at the AGM, but any proposal
must be in writing, duly signed by the proposer and seconder and sent to the Hon.Secretary
a minimum of 30 days before the AGM.
Proposers and seconders are required for all existing names that wish to stand, plus
nominations for any of these posts. The nominated person will need to submit, in writing, their
willingness to stand. Proposers of any persons for office or resolution will need to attend the
AGM otherwise their proposal will lapse.
All the above to myself (Hon. Secretary) in writing, by the 24th January, 2016 please. My
address is Mumford Cottage, Swan Street, Wittersham, Kent, TN30 7PJ
Twenty-one days before the AGM, all members will receive a formal notice of the meeting,
the agenda and a financial statement.

Pioneer Run® 2016 – Programme Sellers

Baz Staple

We are always on the lookout for active programme sellers who are prepared to engage with
spectators and actively sell the quality programme. If you feel you can help, please contact
Peter Donaldson, see inside front cover.
Another good prospect for programme sales is to have a mobile outfit with stock in the
sidecar and a rider who is willing to stop off where spectators gather together and offer our
wares. The ideal outfit would be one powered by a vintage or post vintage machine - any
offers again to Peter. We have sashes for programme sellers to wear.

Pioneer Run® 2016 -

Sunday 20th March – Help at Epsom

Ian McGill

I am still looking for some assistance for setting up the start area and the trailer park; we also
need a person to take control of the programme sales please.
More marshals are always welcome; I need help in the trailer park from 5.30am, the start
area from 6.00am and programme sellers from 7.00am.
None of these jobs are particularly onerous, but do need some dedication. Meal vouchers
and choc bars are supplied, and if all goes well you will get a VIP ticket to park on Madeira
Drive, Brighton.

All sections of the ACU together with the Scottish-ACU are invited to submit entries as well
as anyone who feels personally eligible to make an entry. Entries can be for active competitors
or administrators under-21at the beginning of November 2015.

After all the riders have departed the site needs to be cleared and generally tidied up. We
have usually been congratulated on how clean we leave the Tea Hut Car Park, which all helps
when an application to return the next year is sent in to the Epsom Conservators.

Particularly, because of their wide knowledge and interest in the sport, we look to Sunbeam
members for suggested entrants which I could follow up via the internet. Alternatively,
members are entitled to sponsor candidates personally.

Should you feel you
acsociable1@sky.com

Editors of leading motorcycle periodicals are invited as judges together with the General
Secretary of the ACU and three officials appointed by Sunbeam MCC: Ian McGill, Chris
4
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A Welcome to all New Members

Baz Staple

The Club has gladly achieved an influx of new members over the past twelve plus months and
is due in some measure to our campaign of advertising ourselves at Shows and Events, plus
the tireless efforts of those who turn out to man and explain we are not a one make club, as
our historical Club title can suggest.
So on behalf of the Club may I offer a hearty welcome to all these recently joined members
and trust you will enjoy this Club, catering for veteran, vintage and post vintage (pre-1940)
machines.
Pioneer organiser Ian McGill’s post box is now heaving with entries for the 77th event to
Brighton on 20th March 2016 and is receiving an encouraging flow of new members with the
entries. To the veteran riders I say please try out and support our other events where you can
mingle with the other veteran riders and co-exist with riders of later machines.
We try to make our events suitable for all these eras, so please speak to the respective
organiser if you have any doubts.
One final word on membership, it would be helpful if all members, new and old, try to enlist
at least one new member for 2016.
We are now organising more club nights and events throughout the country, if you wish to
organise something in your area, please give it a whirl. The committee will give you help and
guidance.

New Club Logo – Polo Shirts Available

Ian McGill

A suggestion was that not all members wished to wear a black polo
shirt, especially the ladies. We have now sourced a company that will
supply Polo Shirts for Men and Ladies in many colours, with the new
Club Logo.
These can be individually ordered (payment in advance) and will
be posted when ready, it is anticipated that a one week turn round on
receipt of order is possible.

to be paid for individually. Daily route distances 90 miles approx. Interesting hills include
Dovers and Sunrising.
Entry forms and regulations will be sent to all previous entrants. New entrants are very
welcome and will be sent appropriate paperwork. Secretary of Meeting: Jenny Staple,
18 Chieveley Drive, Tunbridge Wells TN2 5HQ email – jennybaz.staple@gmail.com
01892 535671

Marque Specialists

Julie Diplock

The following members have generously offered their services to the Club to provide
information and answer queries on the following marques:
Abingdon Motorcycles: AKD, Bloomfield and Kerry-Abingdon: Bill Whitely 07976 826380
lonprops@blueyonder.co.uk
AC Sociable: Ian McGill 01293 771446 acsociable1@sky.com
Blackburne: Rick Parkington, staff writer for Classic Bike magazine. Email: rick@
rickparkington.co.uk Website: www.rickparkington.co.uk 01892 542802 or 07757 309158
BSA Model L (Flat-tank 1923 - 1928 ): Rick Parkington, as above (Blackburne)
Coventry Eagle (1900 – 1940): John Hodson. John has written the most comprehensive
publication on the make, ‘Coventry Eagle - The History of a Motorcycle Company’. Visit
John’s Coventry Eagle page here: Website: www.coventryeaglemotorcycle.org.uk John’s
contact details are 01322 524567 johnh587@googlemail.com
Indian (1928-): Rick Parkington, as above (Blackburne)
James: Paul Morley 01369 820 287 pauldawnmorley@talktalk.net
Kerry-Abingdon: Bill Whiteley, as above (Abingdon)
Levis (pre-1915): Rob Smith 01474 854239 rob_sv650@btinternet.com
Martinsyde: Rick Parkington, as above (Blackburne)
Raleigh: Dave Comber 01273 596101 after 7.30 dcomber@btinternet.com
Rex Acme: Rick Parkington, as above (Blackburne)
Rover: Geoff Morris 0208 669 2812 geoffbk15@yahoo.co.uk

All are good quality ‘Fruits of the Loom’ Brand.
Sizes available are:Male:
Small 35/37. Medium 38/40. Large 41/43. XL 44/46. XXL 47/49.
Ladies:
XS 8. S 10. M 12. L 14. XL 16. XXL 18.
Colours: Heather Grey. Bottle Green. Burgundy. Emerald. Sunflower. Red.
Royal Blue. Purple. Orange. Plus a selection of Pastel Colours.
Cost:
£15.00p plus £3.30p- p&p
Cheque made out to Ian D. McGill please.
Contact: Ian D.McGill. 01293-771446 or email acsociable1@sky.com for further details.

Sidecars: Roy Plummer 01424 772598 royjplummer@yahoo.co.uk

Warwickshire Weekend 2016

Velocette (pre-War): Dave Masters. Dave has written several books, including the classic
‘Velocette: An Illustrated History of All Models 1905 – 1971’ (ISBN 0 9537733 4 5). 01424
211873 maggirose@hotmail.com

Baz Staple

This popular event is focused on the comfortable and welcoming Kings Court Hotel in Kings
Coughton, Warwickshire. Arrival is Friday pm 6th May, riding Saturday, Sunday and Monday
and leaving after breakfast on Tuesday 10th May. Evening meals will be provided from Friday
through to Monday and the bed, breakfast and evening meals costs will be: Doubles - £376
and singles £216, similar prices from two years ago, plus of course an entry fee.
We ride through pleasant villages on motorcycle friendly roads. Coffee, lunch and tea stops
6
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Sunbeam (pre-1915): Geoff Morris, as above (Rover)
Sunbeam (pre-1940): Chris Pile 01435 864043 christopher.pile@sky.com
Triumph Veteran and Vintage: Mike Lawson 01258 472262 mikelawson@freeuk.com Mike
has over 40 years’ experience of Triumphs, and a large library.
Triumph 'C' series from 1929-32: Rob Woodford robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Rob can
help with models CN and CSD (1929-32) and the CO and CTT (1929-31)

Werner: Brian Knight 01293 512113 br_knight69@hotmail.com
These club members have all kindly volunteered their services; do remember that while they
are all experts they are not commercial concerns. Whilst I’m sure they will do their best to help,
if contacting them by phone do ring at a sensible time and don’t expect an instant response.
If you feel you can assist fellow members with a particular marque then please do
October - November 2015
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contact me, details on inside front cover.

Title for the Club News

Le
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Meanwhile, our Pioneer Registrar John Waghorn is also the custodian of the Ayers
collection of literature. Some years ago Marjorie Ayers kindly donated a massive collection of
her late husband Tiny’s pre-1940 catalogues and sales literature for motorcycles, gearboxes
sidecars and cars. This catalogue can be viewed online via the Sunbeam website or the
actual catalogue list can be purchased from John for £3, cheques payable to Sunbeam MCC
Ltd. Please let John have your requests for copies of the literature. The contact details for
John are 01322 224605 jdwpioneer@outlook.com
Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :



The Editor

(details inside front cover)

Dear Julie,
I am totally supportive of a title change as part of the plan to avoid confusion about SMCC
and the ‘Sunbeam’ references.
Old Bike Mart, The Classic Motor Cycle and Classic Bike magazines all make it clear to
readers from the title where the interests of the magazine lay.
Whilst the more light-hearted Backfire etc are quirky enough to avoid confusion about
Sunbeam they do not concentrate the minds of the ad hoc reader as to what the contents
might be.
I still lean towards The Historic Motor Cycle as being the most straightforward and generic
in its title. It’s also a common DVLA term now and perhaps we should grab it before some
other club does?
Best Wishes,
Dave Masters (East Sussex)
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

74th Sunbeam MCC Southern Experts Trial

Ramsgate Sprint

Hi all,
The 74th Sunbeam MCC Southern Experts Trial will be run this year on 6th December at
Butser Limeworks, Petersfield, West Sussex, GU31 5SP, same venue as last year, under
National ACU permit for solos and sidecars.

Hello Julie,

The start time is 9.30am and there will be a caterer in attendance. Run in conjunction with
Thames Valley Trials Combine and Hookwood TC.

Above the ten competitors you were aware of (hope they all enjoyed the weekend), there
were other SMCC members competing - the Technical Official (scrutineer in old language),
Andy, who rode the purple 500 Triumph Sprint Special ‘Morado’, and Bob who rode the V-twin
JAP Sprint Special, taking the SMCC number to 12, and I would have made it 13 had ill health
not prevented me attending!

Any volunteers are welcome, last year we had the following helpers from Sunbeam MCC :
Chris Neville, Neil Sinclair together with Tony Lloyd and Thelma. Please circulate details to
members; it will be a great trial even if just spectating.
Awards are presented on the day; any interested volunteers do please email me.
Kind Regards
Jim Connor jimconnor1045@yahoo.com
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Ralph Venables
Who remembers Ralph Venables, doyen of trials and scrambles and font of all knowledge in
the motorcycle world? Sadly he died from Motor Neurone Disease in 2003. Back in the 60s
or 70s I wrote to him when he was at the Motor Cycle or Motor Cycle News, to say that I had
the remains of an old Tiger Cub and wondered if it was worth bothering with. He wrote back
a nice letter to say that whilst I would have fun within it, it wasn't to expect too much from it.
He asked me if I was related to a quite well known and accomplished trials rider called
Narramore who rode in West Country events however I was not familiar with him nor any
others with my surname involved in motorcycle sport. Does anyone remember him, can
put a Christian name to him, or suggest where I might go for further information? The ACU
perhaps? I researched my family tree back to the 1600s, back in the 60s in pre-computer
days, so it might be nice to tie in some loose ends before I too get too old.
Paul Narramore, Kent by email

Just thought I’d drop you a line or three after an interesting read of the article on the
Ramsgate Sprint, sounds like you had an enjoyable time.

It’s understandable that folk were disappointed that event was not timed, nor had a
terminal speed indicator, however this was due to the restrictions that apply when running a
non-competitive event under the rules of the governing body for British motorcycle sport (the
ACU), but having bikes sprinting along Ramsgate’s seafront again for the first time in how
many years? How good is that!
As with any official motorsport event (car or bike) in our green and pleasant land, there
are requirements for both clothing and vehicle that have to be followed (a gentle evening’s
reading of the ACU handbook will enlighten those not already aware of them!!!!) which is why
the entry forms include such references and info. At an event, rider’s sign-on presenting their
ACU competition licence (competition licences can often be purchased yearly or for individual
events), and then machine and clothing have to pass Technical Inspection to demonstrate
compliance.
Examples such as the use of ‘ball-end levers’ (less likely to damage the rider in the event
of an ‘off’ compared to the aptly named ‘blade’ type), and ‘dog tags’ (used to identify a rider
in case of an incident, esp critical if someone has naughtily sneaked a ride on some else’s
machine – ahem!), are all part of making the sport compliant with the requirements.
It’s worth bearing in mind that the tech inspection, start line, and commentary folk were all
volunteers who do this for the love of motorcycling, add to this the teams from the Invicta MCC
and the East Kent Classic MC who got the event off the ground, and what one gets is a great
event!
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Graduas. “Which one?” I asked, somewhat surprised, because Mike never sold anything.
Mike answered “The 1914 1000cc JAP twin” (the pick of the litter, with amazing history
documented from 1914)

Roll on 2016.
Regards, Tony M by email (full name supplied)

Mike Sherwin

Pete Gagan

My friend Mike Sherwin died on October 11th after a massive stroke at his home in Gosport
the previous day. He had just turned 80 the previous week. Mike had been in poor health for
some time, but still rode old motorcycles regularly. He could hardly walk, and needed help in
starting, as well as getting on and off. His constant riding companion, Bill Shaw, was always
there to help. Mike rode in this year’s Pioneer Run® on his early Douglas, and was given an
award for having ridden in over 50 Pioneer Runs. He rode for the first time in 1962, at the age
of 26. The only ones he missed were the one cancelled by the foot and mouth disease scare,
and the one cancelled because of weather. He also took part in all of the Irish Rallies, and
was a regular at the Banbury, did 52 Graham Walker Runs, and many other VMCC events.
Mike preferred veterans and interesting vintage machines. He amassed an amazing collection
of both.
I first met Mike in 1990 when I attended the Irish Rally for the first time. Being from Canada,
I was without much experience in the UK, but all that changed thanks to Mike, along with the
late Wally McCormack. Over the years we shared a van, and attended rallies together. Mary
Jane and I bought a holiday flat in Handcross, and we were over many times for events. Mike
always had a bike for me to use, all first class, well- prepared equipment.
Mike was a dedicated bachelor, but didn’t always live alone. When I first met him he had
a tortoise by the name of Joey, who was about the size of a dinner plate. Joey had been
purchased as a tiny pet for a very young Mike at Brighton Beach in 1938. Obviously, Joey was
well looked after. Joey had the run of Mike’s vegetable garden in the summer, and hibernated
behind the piano in the winter. Mike said you could tell whether spring would be early or late,
depending on when Joey emerged from behind the piano. One sad August evening, Joey
wandered outside when a visitor left a door ajar. Joey was attacked by a fox, and succumbed
to his injuries. Mike declared war on the local fox population, utilizing amazing guerrilla tactics.
The animal rights group exposed him after considerable undercover work.
Mike was, to put it mildly, somewhat thrifty. He was not on a dental plan, so rather than
pay a dentist; he extracted his own teeth when they needed to come out, with a pair of Mole
Grips and a bottle of Famous Grouse to dull the pain. He did not like American beer, so when
we met up in California he decided that wine was a suitable alternate. We were in a grocery
store, and Mike was looking at the bottles and the alcohol content, and doing calculations.
He picked the gallon jug of cheap red that gave the most alcohol per US dollar, without any
concern about the year, winery, grapes, or whatever. That became his beverage of choice in
North America.
Mike was cheap with himself, but very generous to his friends. Twice when I came over,
a taxi driver in Heathrow met me. Mike had pre-paid the cab fare to Gosport, and refused to
take any money from me. He didn’t like driving anywhere near London. He also would drive
miles out of the way to avoid paying tolls on the bridges.
Mike had quite a collection of Zenith Gradua motorcycles, more I believe than anyone else.
I rode various Graduas of Mike’s on the Brighton Run, the Irish, Anglo Dutch, Grand Tour of
Scotland, Graham Walker Run, etc., and was quite taken by them. I remember commenting
that I would be interested in maybe getting one if he heard of any. He made no reply.
About a year later, I was visiting Mike, and he said he was thinking of selling one of the
10
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I nervously asked Mike “How much?” and he began to rifle through a drawer full of papers.
He extracted a ten-year-old receipt, and said, “That’s what I paid the bloke”. The big Zenith
had been totally restored by Mike afterwards, but he refused to take a penny more. He said,
“All I ask is that you show those Americans what a real motorcycle can do!”
I have had a lot of fun doing that since. I have passed many “hot stuff” early Indians,
Harleys, Flying Merkels, and even a Cyclone once on hills. When I’m asked why I spend so
much time turning the crank on the Gradua, I say I am just tightening the belt. Most of my US
friends don’t quite understand the complication of the variable drive.
Obviously, Mike was very generous to his friends. He will be missed, particularly by Bill
Shaw, Willy Mansfield and me.
Rest in peace, old friend. The Zenith still has pride of place in my garage, and it can still
beat the American twins of its era.
Pete Gagan, past president, Antique Motorcycle Club of America.

Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly

Paul Rees

These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from
6pm.
Forthcoming dates are:
Thursday December 3rd: An illustrated talk by David Clark, on the last voyage of the old
Queen Mary, when she was sailed to Long Beach. David worked in the radio room of the
Q.M. and I understand he is an accomplished and witty raconteur and also a jazz musician of
some renown and has promised that as well as the talk he will give us a "burst on his banjo".
Thursday January 7th: 2016 club night is the traditional January "Noggin and Natter".
As soon as I have firm arrangements for the following three months I will let you know, but
in the meantime, if you have any suggestions, or contacts that might be suitable subjects for a
club night, I would be most grateful. My contact details are paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk or 01323
844766.

Club Nights at the Six Bells

Baz Staple

Our first autumn meeting of 2015 took place on 1st October and had no pre-advertised
subject. In view of this Jenny and I wondered if we would have much of a turnout but by 8pm
we were glad to see twenty plus assemble, only a little less than our usual thirty plus. For the
past two years I have been attempting to find a replacement organiser having done the job for
very many years. We had a discussion as to what people preferred, such as a friendly natter
night every month or carry on with a similar format of talks or demos on matters of interest,
not necessarily all motorcycle orientated.
The general feeling was that the occasional natter night was OK but it was clearly expressed
that some form of talk or discussion or demonstration of skills of manufacture were preferable.
Club man Paul Rees was half persuaded and half volunteered and cajoled into the post. So
on behalf of us all, thank you Paul for stepping forward. Over the past years I’ve been very
fortunate in having good suggestions of subjects of speakers and demos etc. and I’m
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sure you will all assist Paul in the same way. Already Dave Masters volunteered to provide a
quiz for next month and if you do not know it already, club nights are always the first Thursday
of the month starting at 8pm, although changes are inevitable when the date clashes with
Christmas or the New Year.
It’s nice for me to know that Chiddingly club nights will continue and I look forward to seeing
all our regulars there.

Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall

Rob Smith

These are held on the third Monday of the month from 8pm to 10:30pm at West Kingsdown
Village Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown (Behind Gamecock Pub) TN15 6BZ. Grid
reference O/S188 574 629). Tea or coffee and biscuits provided, for more details contact
George Smith on 01474 852960 or t110george47@gmail.com
September
Ian Thomson, a tour guide at Bletchley Park, gave us an excellent talk with photos about
'Britain's Best Kept Secret' and the vital roles it played in World War II with the organisation
called the Government Code and Cypher School which studied and devised methods to
enable the Allied forces to decipher the military codes and ciphers that secured German,
Japanese and other Axis nation's communications. As a result of this, vital intelligence could
be obtained in advance of military operations, which is thought to have shortened the war by
two years. Bletchley Park also heralded the birth of the information age with the codebreaking
processes becoming more industrialised with machines such as the Turing/Welchman Bombe
and the world's first electronic computer Colossus - the beginnings of today’s internet.
Bletchley Park was also where the 'special relationship' with America was founded through
close collaboration which continues to this day.
Ian explained to us how the famous 'Enigma' machine worked and showed several photos
from today and a few 'highly unauthorised' that were secretly taken at the time by the staff
there. The site was chosen as it was far enough away from London not to be bombed, and
had very good rail and road links plus a main G.P.O. phone line close by. The house plus the
many acres of grounds which were built on as the site expanded and grew in importance were
purchased outright in 1938 and are now in the care of the Bletchley Park Trust. The site is the
subject of a major restoration programme on the huts where much of the vital codebreaking
work was carried out. For more details and visiting times visit www.bletchleypark.org.uk
Thanks go to Ian for his talk, George Smith for arranging it and our friend Martin Stoneham
for bringing his laptop/projector. At Ian's request everyone was invited to make a donation to
ABF: The Soldiers Charity which provides lifetime support for soldiers, former soldiers and
their families which gave £212,000 in individual grants in Kent alone last year supporting 197
cases. For more information visit www.soldierscharity.org , £28.10 was raised on the night
thanks to you all.
October
Richard Mummery kindly gave a talk and showed a video on the history of the Wilkinson
Sword Company, in particular the highly advanced motorcycles they made during the veteran
era and also brought photographs of the other surviving machines, information on the
company, an engine and his well-known 1913 machine along. The company was founded in
1772 by Henry Nock as high quality gunmakers, such was their reputation that the military
requested they make swords to the same standards and the company was awarded the Royal
Warrant in 1804 which it still holds to this day. The company is today best known for their
shaving products.
12
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By the beginning of the 20th Century the company was making a diverse selection of
items and after manufacturing two belt-drive single cylinder machines much like the other
motorcycles of the time, the decision was taken to manufacture a motorcycle with all the
benefits of a car. In 1909 the first Wilkinson Touring Auto Cycle appeared with ahead of its time
refinements such as a four cylinder engine, leaf-spring rear suspension, and two independent
brakes in the rear wheel, to name a few. This was followed by the Wilkinson Touring Motor
Cycle with water-cooling to overcome the problem of the rear cylinder overheating and
seizing. No two machines made were identical and it is estimated that somewhere between
150-200 were manufactured until the motorcycle department started losing money. Sadly
manufacture of the machines ceased but with the outbreak of WW1 the company found itself
fully engaged with War work.
Richard told us how he discovered his machine and how he was able to restore it with the
help of the late Norman Cullen and the vital help of the late John Arlett, who provided much
information on the company as well. Richard says riding it is a 'constantly changing challenge!'
and has to date completed 27 Pioneer Runs® and counting plus many other events, certainly
the best-known and most ridden of all the few surviving machines. The machine was admired
by all inside the Hall then Richard started it up outside and ran it for our appreciation.
Thanks to Richard, for the presentation; Eric Carpenter for bringing the machine plus his
archive and John Hodson for supplying his laptop/projector again.

Club Meetings at The Vine, Essex

Rob Woodford

First Saturday of the month. The Essex meet has now moved to:
'The Vine', Vine St, Great Bardfield, Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR Phone: 01371 811822
www.vine-greatbardfield.co.uk
October - November 2015
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Sunbeam Life Membership

Baz Staple

Three club members have been identified as having been members for over fifty years and
consequently have been offered life membership. I’m sure all will agree fifty years is quite a
life sentence, especially when you consider the club itself is currently 91 years old. All three
have gladly accepted this status. The three persons in question are John Russell, John Peters
and Peter Donaldson.

Gingerbeards Trial 29/8/15

Peter Donaldson

Saturday 29th August and we ran the first trial of our two trial weekend with camping at
Horsmonden in Kent. The weather was a little overcast but warm. Some folk came on the
Friday and stayed through to the Monday in the very pleasant field surrounded by woodland.
We had 39 entrants, five being on the day, which is the same number of entrants for the
Trial as last year. The course was three laps of ten sections and riding started at midday. On
reflection we should have had a fourth lap, and intend to do so next year. The Trial was open
to all ages of riders from 16 years old and all types of machines. Last year we attracted four
sidecar outfits on the Saturday and four on the Sunday, but this year there were none on either
day. Following the sad demise of Mike Holloway from cancer earlier this year we had a new
Clerk of the Course, Rob Fleet. He kept the course easy but with a requirement to choose
route and think as you rode, as had Mike in previous years, Throughout the weekend we
had a great deal of praise for enjoyable events. Contrary to the thoughts by many Clerks of
Courses that all riders want a near-to or actually dangerous ride, we proved this to be untrue.
Though the event was open to all machines there were separate awards for British Bikes
and others. On the difficult route, Paul Stephen won on two marks lost on his 250cc DOT
followed closely by our Club member Paul Casling on his 250cc Greeves on seven marks
lost. On the easier route, Nick Clarkson and Jenny Stephen (daughter of Paul Casling) both
finished with no marks lost. In the class for any machine Dean Latter finished on two marks
lost and on the easier route seven riders finished with no marks including Stephen Westley
on his electric machine.
There were eleven Sunbeam members observing eight of the ten sections, a good turnout,
thanks to Dave and Sue Blanchard, Tony Lloyd and Thelma, Baz and Jenny Staple, Dennis
Fleet, Joan Westbrook, Len West, Neil Sinclair and Dave Hamilton Smith. I was Secretary of
the Meeting assisted by my daughter Margaret and her daughter Alex. Margaret’s son Frank
looked after the observers and was the Trial starter. A great thank-you to those members and
also to Rob Fleet and his very useful side kick Doug Norris.

The Greybeards Trial 30/8/15

Peter Donaldson

The Sunbeam Club first ran the Greybeards Trial back in 1959 and has run it every year since.
This year we ran the Trial on Sunday 30th of August at Horsmonden in Kent with 54 entrants,
sadly 19 down on last year but nevertheless a reasonable turn out. We will of course be
hoping for more next year. We also had a new Clerk of the Course this year from recent years
as Mike Holloway sadly died back in February. Rob Fleet stepped into the breach and gave
us a great competitive course for the entrants who are all over 40 years of age in this Trial.
Rob along with his willing helper Doug Norris, arrived at Jackson’s Wood on the Thursday
and camped over until the Monday, laying out the ten section Gingerbeards Trial course for
the Saturday, turning five of those sections round to be ridden in reverse and ten other new
sections for the 15 section Greybeards course on the Sunday. The 15 sections each had two
14
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routes, one for the real competitors and the other for the Gentleperson riders. I heard only
praise for both events and lots of it, so well done Rob and Doug. We were blessed with ideal
weather for the whole weekend.
Winner of the Greybeards Trial and the Len Heath Trophy was a competitor of many years
winning it outright for the first time, Roy Enticknap on his 250cc DOT on one mark lost.
Runner up was our Club Member Chris Neville on three marks lost. The Phil Mellor Cup for
best British four-stroke went on 16 marks lost to 250cc BSA mounted Trevor Town. The Roy
Enticknap Cup for best British two-stroke went to Dave Spurgeon on an immaculate 250cc
Ariel Arrow on 12 marks lost. The Griff Hayes Cup for the best Twinshock was collected by
Ian Hayward on 15 marks lost, Best Gentleman Ralph Charman on -9 marks and the Oldest
Rider at 81 years young the spritely Tony Goings.
We are indebted to Valerie Holloway for both the use of her land and her help with the
arrangements for the weekend. Also to the seven Club members who covered the marking on
6 of the 15 sections, Neil Sinclair, Len West, Dave and Sue Blanchard, Tony Lloyd and Thelma
plus Dennis Fleet. My daughter, Margaret, whose help to me as Secretary of the Meeting was
invaluable, also her daughter Alex, who worked with her and her son Frank who looked after
observers and was starter at the Event. Also we were very pleased to see Joe Holloway, Mike
and Valerie’s son, he also took a section. Thanks also go to the Clerk of the Course Rob Fleet
and other clubs who gave their time to fill the breach on sections.
We put a collection tin out for donations to Cancer Research UK in memory of Mike and
collected £86.45. Valerie gave a generous gift, our Club made a donation and we topped it up
from the Trial entry fees and a cheque for £300 has winged its way to Cancer Research UK.

New Members

Peter Donaldson

Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:Sybe Algar (Sussex)
Bob Anderson (Middlesex)
David Anstiss (Hampshire)
Don Barker (Oxfordshire)
Trevor Brooks (Staffordshire)
Clive Brown (Hampshire)
Graham Buckingham (Sussex )
Derek Bushnell (Dorset)
Roger Catt (Surrey)
Colin Chambers (Dorset)
Phillip Clarke (Kent)
Andy Cook (Essex)
Andy Coombs (Surrey)
Nigel Corneluis (Hampshire)
David Dawson (Hertfordshire)
Adrian Ducker (Surrey)
Michael Farrell (Peterborough)
Ronald Florens (Kent)
Ross Fuller (Surrey)
Chris Green (Oxfordshire)
October - November 2015

Steve Hart (Surrey)
Anthony Houlihan (Sussex)
David Jarvis (Montgomeryshire)
Bill Mantle (Staffordshire)
John Mijatovic (Norfolk)
Richard Miller (Dorset)
Peter Miller (Dorset)
Brian Moore (Sussex)
Mike O’Hara (Hertfordshire)
Peter Old (Cornwall)
Geof Pollard (South Yorkshire)
Derek Pollard (South Yorkshire)
David Rogers (Cornwall)
Peter Rosenthal (Cambridgeshire)
Peter Seymour-Smith (Gloucestershire)
Ian Smart (Surrey)
Rowena Smith (Cambridgeshire)
Robert Tito (Norfolk)
Harry Verkuil (Scotland)
Richard Woodcock (Warwickshire)
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Sunbeam September Challenge 2015

Alec and Joy Thompson

Up early today for a flying start. Weather is looking good, ideal for old motorcycles. We go
round the route just to check no-one has dug up the roads, a common practice these days.
The ladies from the Beansheaf garage are soon in action and the air is filled with the smell
of fried bacon. One by one the lads all start to arrive and the car park is filling up. Lots of
banter and quips fill the air before the smell of bacon frying is gradually replaced by exhaust
fumes from our guest’s bikes. Long distance riders like Richard Birch from the Isle of Man,
Raymond Hudson, Nigel Fear from Somerset, Paul Morley from Argyll and many more make
this event a truly national event.
Riding numbers all displayed, the first machine is away. The route this year avoids crossing
over the A170. The garage forecourt is clearing pretty quickly now, and all are safely on the
way.
We pack up at the start and follow everyone. This year we have a breakdown van kindly
operated by Rod Farquharson. The route goes via Malton, Castle Howard around the Vale of
Pickering and to the golf club at Kirbymoorside.
At the club an area was set aside for our use and it is filled with bikes and riders discussing
the route and their own day to date.
A voice rings out from above the park, COME ON GET YOUR DINNER, Joy in action again.
Surprising how fast the park clears. What a fantastic meal Joy has organised, a sit down
lunch of roast pork, Yorkshire pudding, vegetables and all the trimmings.
After the meal John and Yvonne hand out our award cup to . There then followed a thank

you to everyone for coming and a thank you to the golf club for a marvellous lunch from Alec.
Also a heartfelt thank you to us from Tony Cowley, on behalf of all.
The afternoon run back is a jaunt of a mere 14 miles. We gather at the garage to reminisce
on a great day before eventually all start to depart homewards.
Another great day, fantastic weather, great company and we look forward to next year for
another Sunbeam September Yorkshire Challenge.
Our thanks go to John and Yvonne Brandon, Rod Farquharson, Carolyn and Debbie at the
Beansheaf, Richard and Danniella at Kirbymoorside Golf Club and everyone who entered.
A great bunch of lads and thanks for coming.

The Gatwick Sprints

Baz Staple

The club at one time organised quarter mile sprints at Gatwick, pre-war, and Ramsgate
post-war, plus other venues. Bill Haylor has just published a very limited edition book entitled
‘The Gatwick Sprints: 1931 to 1939’ and has presented a copy to the club.
We have provided relevant copy from our book, The First 75 Years by Tony Churchill and
Bill’s book consists of maps of Gatwick pre-war, our copy and items and reports from Morton's
archive from Motor Cycling and The Motor Cycle.
Bill advises that the book is available from local libraries, failing that, anyone interested
could borrow the club's copy. It makes an interesting read for enthusiasts for this sport which
has declined in popularity in favour of other activities. However the Ramsgate Sprint Revival
on 15th and 16th August this year provided a splendid spectacle, watched by a thousand
enthusiasts. The club members who entered the Ramsgate Sprint Revival included Bob Anderson 1964 1000cc Hagon JAP
Richard Bailey 1929 500cc Sunbeam model 9
Julie Diplock 1928 500cc Rudge Special
John Fuller 1926 350cc AJS G7 TT replica
Frank Mace 1924 500cc Sunbeam TT model 9
William Mace 1921 500cc Sunbeam Sprint
Rick Parkington 1921/22 678cc Martinsyde Tait Special
Baz Staple 1928 350cc Velocette KSS
Judy Westacott 1928 500cc Scott Flying Squirrel
Nick Pearce Kawasaki Z900
They all gave a very good account of themselves and revived the sight and smell of
Ramsgate sprinting.
Editors Note: Anyone care to read the book and provide a review for The Club News? Regarding my
plea in the last edition of Club News for Ramsgate Sprint Programme details, copies of the programmes
together with some great photos and films are available online on The Ramsgate History website
www.ramsgatehistory.com/sprint.html

The Bikes That I Have Borrowed:
Mark Hirst and 1926 Coventry Eagle
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Part Two

Peter Donaldson

Norman 197cc Trials: Borrowed for a muddy and nagery Trial between owning the 197cc
Greeves and my first 250cc Greeves in 1961. I had never ridden one before; they were
made in Ashford, Kent, and were the lightest proper trials machine made in the late
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‘50s and into the very early ‘60s. They were slightly shorter than a Greeves trials bike and
more importantly they were the cheapest trials bike on the market. There were plenty of
them around at the time and they had Armstrong front forks that were similar in action to the
Greeves front forks. They also handled well and in the first five Greybeards Trials that we ran
annually from 1959, three were won by Normans. After my ride, where I picked up a second
class experts award, I was regretting having paid the deposit on the 250cc Greeves.

A Visit to The Isle of Man Motor Museum

250cc Cotton Trials: About 40 years later I borrowed a 250cc Cotton of the same era as
the Norman. It had the same forks but in the muddiest event that I ever rode at Bagshot
North found that the machine was lacking in the required power and was altogether a
disappointment. Was it a Villiers engine not at its best or was I by then used to more power
from trials bikes?

As well as more recent motorcycles, there were a good number of Veteran and Vintage
machines, helpfully arranged by age on the two walkways. The veterans included a fair
number of Pioneer Run® participants.

Royal Enfield 350cc: Trials Replica. In the mid ‘70s I borrowed a late 1950’s Royal Enfield
350cc Trials Replica, meaning it was factory built as a Replica of their very successful works
machines. Heavy, yes, but the engine pulled in a fantastic style, mountains of beautiful
low-down power. It was great to ride but by then I was used to having ridden a variety of AMC
machines which were markedly lighter weight. But I felt one could grow to enjoy that Enfield.
Royal Enfield 500cc Trials: I followed that loan with a 500cc Royal Enfield Trials machine,
which was known in some circles as the Big Head. Even more power, but without being able
to put a finger on it I preferred the 350cc edition. That appeared to be the message from most
of their works riders of the day.
Royal Enfield 350cc Crusader Trials: The only other Royal Enfield that I borrowed was the
350cc version of the Crusader Trials 250cc that was marketed after the 350cc Replica. Not
many of these unit-construction 350cc engines were made into trials machines and they were
fantastic to ride, but with a very big But. The But was that they were a so-and-so to start. They
had no valve lifter or decompressor to get you over compression stroke and it was just as
likely to slip the clutch on compression kick. There was a knack but most people hit a problem.
Pity, could have been a good ’n.
Ariel 500cc HT5: A beautifully pulling motor, and having ridden one on a number of occasions
it is easy to see why for years they were the charioteer’s choice. They handled well, they
plonked well but they were probably the heaviest bike on the market as springer trials
machines. Club member Dave Blanchard described them as “ridden by Gods”, as normal
mortals would find them so difficult. Sammy Miller was of course a very top British trials rider,
and for years on an HT5. However I recently read his machine described as more Miller than
Ariel; he got it down in weight to the 200 to 300 pounds weight range and he could lift it off
the ground. I have a picture of just that on the front of a Sunbeam Club News.
Norton 500T / Ariel HT5 Trials: I never rode an original Norton 500T Trials machine. In the
late ‘40s and early ‘50s this rigid end Trials machine was rated very highly. A friend of mine
reckoned it to be the best trials engine to have and the HT5 frame the best of the frames
and running gear. So he set about putting the one into the other. The problem transpired that
even with his carefully handmade engine plates it had too little ground clearance. The year
of my 40th birthday I rode this machine in the Greybeards Trial. The motor sure enough was
fantastic and with the heaviest flywheels fitted to a post-War production trials bike it just didn’t
want to stall unless you really misused it. But the whole lot was heavy and too low. He later
got an engineering firm to raise ground clearance and I rode it then. It was good but still on
the heavy side. There are still a few of these engines around in trials and they do well in the
right hands.

Julie Diplock

We were lucky enough to visit the recently opened Isle of Man Motor Museum. Occupying
spacious, purpose-built premises at Jurby, at a first glance the museum appears to be mainly
four-wheel orientated. However, the building has been cleverly designed with two large,
overhead walkways where numerous motorcycles are displayed to good advantage.

A Manx-registered 1926 P&M Panthette, whilst in questionable condition, was a very
interesting machine. Fitted with a 250cc unit-construction four-stroke transverse V-twin engine
designed by Granville Bradshaw, this unusual machine was not a commercial success for
Panther. An ABC, another of Bradshaw’s designs, was also on show.
Amongst the veterans, of
particular interest was a 1908 3½
HP single-speed TT Triumph. This
machine won the 1908 TT ridden
by Jack Marshall with an average
speed of over 40mph, despite
having to stop to change a broken
exhaust valve!

1926 250cc P&M Panthette

A couple of veteran Nortons
together with a 1928 CS1, a rotary,
a 500T and a featherbed Manx
were on view in the Norton section,
which occupied the main ‘shop
window’ of the museum. Many
other marques were represented,
including Sunbeam with a 1923
Sunbeam Sprint and a 19 Sunbeam
V-twin amongst others.
The most unusual machine
on display was a 1911 3½ HP
Wartnaby & Draper. Manufactured
in Coventry, the W&D engine is of
a novel design, with an overhead
inlet valve and a sidevalve exhaust.
Starting is achieved by a handle
acting on the rear hub-gear. This
NAIT* could be a future subject for
an ‘Obscure Makes’ article?
With far too many motorcycles to describe in this article, we were also treated to a trip
around the workshop by the owner, where we saw a 2016 Bonneville Salt Flats contender in
the form of a steam-powered motorcycle. All very interesting, the museum is well worth a visit
if you are on the island. www.isleofmanmotormuseum.com 01624 888333
* Not Appearing In Tragatsch, for those too young to remember referred to makes not listed
in The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Motorcycles by Erwin Tragatsch.
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Veteran Conundrums and Queries

- The Jack-no-Skid

‘Mantissa’

With today’s road surfaces, it’s perhaps difficult to understand the veteran obsession with
‘the dreaded sideslip’, and interesting to see some of the measures implemented to avoid or
alleviate it.

Above and bottom left: 1911 3½ HP Wartnaby & Draper. Bottom Right, a 1921 Sunbeam v-twin.

Those with the funds in 1907 could invest in a Rex, which boasted a patented twin rear
wheel setup, the rims running side-by-side and spoked to an ROC gear. Those without could
invest in what we’d recognise today as a pair of ‘stabilisers’ from Horner & Co: presumably
the increased ability to remain upright offset any stigma attached to relying on such
accoutrements. Do any survive?
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John o’Groats To Lands End -

8-13th May 2006

Baz Staple

Organised By Jane and Ian Akers For The Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club
This 900+ miles journey was attempted between 1900 and 1910 by many motorcyclists. The
epic journey, known as the “End to End” starting either from the south or north was undertaken
thereafter by early vehicles, and today is still a regular challenge to various means of transport
as can be seen by the start/finish lines painted permanently on the road at each end. So
currently we still see cars, motorcyclists, pedal cyclists, walkers and runners, plus other
means of locomotion doing “their thing”.
Last year (2005) it was mooted that this could happen for Sunbeam MCC on bikes made
before 1931, using the old roads and no motorways. I, having unfortunately missed the
opportunity to do the London Marathon, thought that perhaps at 75 years this could be a bit
of a wheeze.
It turned out that eight Club members thought similarly, mostly on Sunbeams, but two on
Triumphs (one 1919) plus a Francis-Barnett two-stroke and the oldest geezer on an OHC
1928 Velocette.
It may be of interest at this stage to record how John o’Groats got its name. Apparently a
Dutchman, Jan de Groot arrived at this northern outpost at the turn of the previous century
and set up a ferry service costing one groat to the Orkneys, just north of JoG. Clearly his
name and the fare established this rather strange name for this little hamlet.
Our own journey started from home at 6am on Thursday 4th May 2006 with car and
trailer, loaded with us, plus Peter Donaldson, our combined tools, fuel and oil, plus spares
and two bikes: Peter’s 1927 side valve Sunbeam 500cc and our 1928 350cc Velocette. Our
first overnight stop was intended to be Scotch Corner but having arrived there at midday we
rebooked 100 miles further at Lockerbie, arriving there at approximately 3.30pm, this left two
easy days’ journey to JoG. The riders and support vehicles all arrived by early evening on
Sunday 7th, and a meal together started to cement a wonderful camaraderie.
Day One: Monday 8th May John o’Groats to Inverness

The Motorcyclists At the Start: Brian Southam (1927 Sunbeam), Frank and Sandra Mace
(1924 Sunbeam), Baz Staple (1928 Velocette), Peter Donaldson (1927 Sunbeam), Colin
Bentham (1926 Triumph), John Hayes (1919 Triumph), Trevor Wells (1929 Francis-Barnett)
and Jane Akers (1927 Sunbeam).
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The bikes were unloaded very early and some serious fettling was being done by Frank who
had ridden from Inverness the previous day on a rebuilt bike with little previous testing. The
enthusiastic Sandra sat on the flapper bracket. Frank’s repairs necessitated John soldering
up his petrol pipe and finding a rusty gate hinge by the side of the road, this was slammed in
between the exhaust port and the frame to secure the exhaust pipe to the engine!
Assembling on the start line for photos we were waved off and wished good luck at 9.45am
by Jane and Ian. JoG to Inverness was one of the shorter day’s journey of approx 125 miles
on the A9 all the way. It was a lovely cloudless day but very cold and windy. Peter and I
ran together throughout the six days and not long after the start his front stand dragged on
the road. John, 1919 Triumph, happened along and promptly clipped some wire from the
roadside fence and we were soon off again. Our thanks must be recorded to farmers and
rural councils who provide this handy material gratis for old machinery such as ours. My clutch
was dragging a bit, must adjust before Tuesday start. The roads were extremely free of other
traffic but it was also extremely windy over the exposed Durnoch Firth and Cromarty Firth, and
difficult to hold a straight line. Frank and I agreed afterwards that it was frightening. Scenery
brilliant, snow on hills, arrived fresh at 2.45pm after two petrol stops and an hour for lunch,
no problems and just routine maintenance for next stage. If the rest is going to be as easy as
this it’s going to be a doddle. We adjusted Peter’s exhaust tappet which was 25 thou. not the
recommended five thou, surely not worn that much? We stayed that night at the Thistle Hotel,
Inverness.
Day Two: Tuesday 9th May – Inverness to Cumbernauld (Glasgow) 165 miles A9 / A89
Left at 9am, weather still superb, can it last? During the morning Peter and I got off route, extra
8-10 miles, weather now very hot and sweating buckets. Scenery wonderful over mountains,
Slochd summit and the Pass of Drumochter. Before lunch at Pitlochrie, the road was very
bumpy where lorries had broken the surface and Peter witnessed me from behind with bike
completely airborne. Passing lorries also tugged one along and I had to brake to control the
machine! Peter’s oil pump ceased working and he had to resort to hand pumping.
Ten miles short of Cumbernauld my rear mudguard collapsed onto the wheel, a result of the
punishing potholes of poorly maintained A roads. I wondered what the hell the noise was, one
always thinks it’s the engine. Pulled into a Tesco car park and telephoned Jenny who had just
passed us to return with tools etc. She not best pleased, turning round with big trailer with me
also trying to get rid of two excited Scots who had not seen an old Velo in ages. My panic and
Jen’s mood improved and we set-to to jury rig the mudguard with ratchet straps and bungies,
plus cups of tea and something to eat. We got into Cumbernauld at 4.30pm after again losing
our way minorly and immediately stripped
off rear mudguard, tools boxes, wheel Cumbernauld : Emergency
and chain.
Repairs to Baz’s Velo.
John and I started making new brackets
from stock metal plus rusty strips found at
the side of the road, with nuts and bolts
supplied by Jane’s copious spares. Jane
was devastated when she saw only half
a Velo but was encouraged to witness the
dedication of her throng. Job finished at
8pm and after cleaning up went to satisfy
our starving stomachs. Able to retire at
10pm but I was unable to sleep worrying
whether we had put it together properly.
October - November 2015
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Day Three: Wednesday 10th May – Cumbernauld to Kendal 163 miles
Guess what, another sunny day – historically referred to as ‘Sunbeam weather’. We left
at 9am after doing all the checks from previous evening’s work and routine maintenance.
Beautiful weather and scenery over Beattock and Shap. Little traffic – ideal. This proved to be
the best day of the week for weather and glorious scenery. We took lunch at Annan, a busy
town with difficulty in finding parking space for the car and trailer. A snack lunch was served by
non-charming school females speaking a language all of their own. At this stop I adjusted the
rear wheel which must have been out of line causing uncertain handling, negligent work from
the previous evening. After we restarted the bike was steering well again. The aching back
which appeared each day was too much by mid-afternoon and I was completely knackered so
I signalled to Peter to stop in a layby with the Shap mainline running alongside this high peak
road. Work from the previous evening and the lack of sleep had caught up.
After stopping for a while, what a wonderful sight – Jenny with car and trailer hove into
sight up the hill. Without further ado, she produced Rombouts coffee no less and some cake
and I partook of two energy bars. Watched for a while the main line diesel electrics with huge
loads climbing Shap but alas no steam in sight, what a wonderful noise and smell they would
have made. Feeling refreshed we returned to our steeds and completed the remaining miles
to Kendal.
Day Four: Thursday 11th May – Kendal to Hartlebury, near Kidderminster 171 miles
Knowing this could be a difficult journey we left earlier than usual at 8.20am and immediately
found heavy traffic through Kendal, Preston and Chorley. This was lessened by filtering slowly
to the head of the long queues. Also we had in mind to meet up with my son Renny in Mere
(on the A50) at 12.30 who had arranged three hours off work. Our route cards had an error
and many of us arrived well off course in the Preston area. Fortunately many joining together
here, we consulted locals and the car map and made up a new route to Wigan where we
rejoined the designated route. In the evening we all realised it was not a route mistake but
a devious way to test our ingenuity. We were now well behind time (Jenny phoned Renny to
say we were going to be late). By this time nearly all of the eight riders had had their share of
break-downs but were still running by dint of good combined spanner work and get-you-home
devices. Peter and I eventually arrived at the designated lunch stop to meet my son Renny,
Gaynor and Drew at 1.30, an hour late but a grand meeting all the same. Now when Peter and
I last saw Jenny back in Wigan she was behind us but at the lunch stop she had arrived before
us and had been there for half an hour. Jenny refused to accept she had taken a short cut,
so Peter and I were off route again, we’re getting good at this. Anyway a nice family reunion,
but Ren had to leave before we ate. Unfortunately we seemed to have chosen the slowest
service place in the realm and despite Gaynor doing her Welsh dragon act on the waiter
several times, we eventually left at 3.00pm, sacre bleu! Not even 50% of journey completed!!
Mid afternoon it was Peter’s bike’s turn to throw a wobbly, just banged and stopped with no
compression. Not a good omen. Jenny following in rear but usually out of sight had joined us
and since we were running so very late, tail end Charlie, Ian Akers, also arrived. Using Ian’s
tools we removed the valve caps, no broken valves and all internals moving correctly, we
assumed carbon under exhaust valve seat, but without sidevalve lifter tool couldn’t remove
same. Nothing more to do but to load up Peter’s bike, but Ian offered Jane’s spare bike from
his van which when duly unshipped and despite not being fired up for seven months, obliged
us by starting at first kick. Our rules of the game are in order to achieve an end to end you
can switch bikes as long as the rider continues. We still had some 50 miles to go and I was
glad to let Peter lead for the first time, as I was completely knackered. After what seemed a
long, long way I had completely lost myself on the route sheet and I was just following Peter
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hoping he was on the right road. After an interminable time he suddenly signalled left and my
thought was “what the hell was he going in there for” when I gladly realised we had got to our
overnight stop at 7.00pm, our latest arrival of the week. Jenny came in about ten minutes later
and was also absolutely knackered.
Most riders and tender van drivers were aware of Jenny’s extra burden, with car plus big
box trailer. Ideally she should have had a companion helper with the route reading.
Colin Missen, from Leicester, joined us at this stop displaying a very large End to End banner.
Peter’s bike was then immediately attacked with spanners, firstly Brian and then our
salvation man John who whipped the exhaust valve out, removed the carbon from the valve
and after reassembling, the bike again had compression and started up willingly, much to
Peter’s amazement and disbelief. This job took over two hours. Peter was then able to have
his dinner and retired later a happy man again.
Day Five: Friday 12th May – Hartlebury to Exeter 150 miles
The weather still good and we set out with less clothing. We left 8.30 believing we had
another difficult day and a fairly big mileage. We got caught up in heavy traffic congestion at
Worcester and Tewkesbury, went off route in a minor way just as the traffic cleared but had
to return into heavy traffic to correct ourselves. Later in Bristol we went completely wrong
and into the centre of the city instead of skirting same. Very slow progress through the city,
extremely heavy traffic with engines overheating. Whilst we were sweating in our heavy gear
it was pleasant to see the contrast of girls in scanty t-shirts: try to keep your eyes on the road
Baz! We eventually found Brunel’s suspension bridge, paid our tolls and actually found our
threesome’s pre-arranged pub lunch stop. At this stop and although I had never heard Peter
swear before I found that in describing Bristol he had a very full vocabulary. I phoned Jenny
and she was also mistakenly snarled up in Bristol uttering oaths and expletives and was
forced onto a route bypassing our arranged pub stop. It was evident that she was now ahead
of us and advised that she had stopped in a layby with a pub where she was having her lunch.
We eventually caught up with her and got her into her rightful following position! Peter’s bike
was now going like a thing possessed but another tiring day and we got in last at 5.00pm.
Jenny joined us 20 minutes later, exhausted, deflated and near to tears but recovered well
after a spell out of the car. My daily aching back usually cleared up after a couple of hours out
of the saddle. We had a very pleasant evening meal where we were joined with local Club
members, Alan Stone and Shona.
Day Six: Saturday 13th May – Exeter to Land’s End 126 miles
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last riders to go across the finish line, followed by the support crew vehicles. Big smiles all
around, congratulations, cheers, hugs, hand shaking, yes all of us had done it. Champagne
corks popped and many pictures were taken and bystanders joined in our jubilation with some
amazement seeing old chaps on even older archaic machinery. Let’s face it, we were all rather
proud of ourselves and thankfully no accidents.

The full line-up of motorcyclists at Lands End

The machinery was loaded up and put to welcome bed except Frank and Sandra’s mount
which next day had to carry them the long ride home from Land’s End into Sussex, but they
made it, not without very stiff backs and shoulders, well done all.
After the finish we then had a super meal all together with certificates and awards handed
out, we also filled in the necessary forms, dated and stamped at each of our six stopping
points to have official certificates from the Land’s End - John o’Groats Club.
Brian Southam (1927 Sunbeam), John Hayes (1919 Triumph), Frank and Sandra Mace
(1924 Sunbeam), Colin Bentham (1926 Triumph), Peter Donaldson (1927 Sunbeam), Jane
Akers (1927 Sunbeam), Baz Staple (1928 Velocette) and Trevor Wells (1929 FrancisBarnett)
Well, we’re still going and our troubles have lessened, and this will be the day of truth, can
we all make it? Left at 9am and Peter and I immediately lost our way by misreading the route
card which could have been clearer, so after milling around in circles, got totally disorientated
and phoned Jenny to admit our uselessness and she was on right route, wouldn’t you know
it! So we went into a garage to ask the way. Peter immediately fixed his eyes on a small neat
blond, pressure washing her white sports car. Peter used a deplorable chat up line, and she
offered to lead us onto the A30, saying that when she reached a roundabout and turned off
second left we were to take the first left. At this point she waved goodbye and Peter was so
busy waving his fond farewell he straightaway took the wrong turning, while I waited patiently
at the agreed point for him to regain his composure.
The weather today had started very cold and overcast, and it seemed we were about to
get our wet and cold comeuppance. I stopped on the windy cold A30 to get warmer gloves
and balaclava inner for helmet as my hands were cold and fingers white. Jane joined us and
said she was freezing too. Jenny of course was ahead having found her way correctly and
she waited in a layby with required comfort clothes, wearing my thick gloves to warm them
up. Away again on what seemed a long boring blustery A30, mostly on dual carriageway.
Thankfully most drivers of lorries and cars passed giving us a wide berth, but now and then
there was the unthinking motorist who passed too close or actually cut you up. Peter was
seriously inconvenienced twice in this way, narrowly avoiding a prang. One Frenchman
passed me far too close for comfort leaving me to mutter into my helmet “flipping frog – so
much for entente cordiale!” As we progressed, what do see but a patch of blue sky and later
still a wider expanse of blue, will Sunbeam weather prevail? My back ache was there, my
elbow (well bound up) damaged even before we left had improved if anything during the week,
my right knee playing up since Tuesday was also holding its own thanks to treatment each
evening. The weather now getting warm again with cloudless blue above.
At Penzance, ten miles from Land’s End, the whole party had arranged to meet up, both
riders and support crew to ride/drive the last little leg in glorious convoy. Jane led the way with
me behind and having two miles to go horrible noises started coming from the engine, had I
run out of oil or was the engine crying ‘enough’? Convinced it was terminal, what so-and-so
luck, but stopped to find silencer split and the whole exhaust system loose with two broken
brackets. A quick tighten up on the remaining bracket and normal service was resumed. After
that Peter and I were at the back of the bunch again and first me and then Peter were the
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On the last day we had stopped at Jamaica Inn on Bodmin Moor, of Daphne du Maurier
fame. Various people took an interest in our two bikes and exploits as we were carrying
plates on the front stating our start and finish points. A car driver, out with family, who was
also a motorcyclist was rather impressed with our adventure and after a thoughtful pause,
and possibly a look at Peter and I he just said, “you must be barking”, but nevertheless dug
his hand in his pocket and gave us £10 to add to the Against Breast Cancer Fund which Jane
decided upon. The Fund has reached some £845 plus and is still rising.
So thanks to Jane and Ian for arranging for what was a difficult and time consuming task
and giving us a worthwhile adventure. The bike did 940 miles in six days, somewhat more
than planned and the car and trailer, well loaded, 2200 miles in eleven days and although the
Velo had some setbacks, the mechanics, engine and gearbox were faultless. The medium
sized engine just swallowed up hills as though they were not there. Finally, very sincere
thanks to Jenny with her unfailing backup and uncomplaining spirit (well most of the time). I
certainly did not realise what a gigantic task I had set her, personally I couldn’t have done it
without her, thanks Jen. So having missed the chance for the London marathon I felt that this
was a marathon for both man and machine.
Other team mates’ mechanical bothers:
Jane: clutch failure, recorked overnight.
Frank: exhaust pipe adrift and broken petrol pipe.
Colin: clutch cable.
Trevor: several nip ups (seizures).
Brian: nip up and oil pump failure, resorted to hand pumping.
John: broken exhaust valve, fitted spare. Rode his 1912 Triumph for half day.
Peter: oil pump failure, resorted to hand pumping and carbon lump under exhaust valve.

7th Kop Hill Climb Revival

Dave Masters

A weekend to rival the interest of Goodwood, and now ¾ mile of tarmac surface, Kop Hill
was simply a dirt track back in 1911 when the first organised competition took place. Starting
on near level ground the hill steadily steepens to 1 in 4 and Mr Van Hooydonk, the famous
motoring celebrity, topped the hill in less than 30 seconds at that first meeting.
How do you describe a weekend like the Kop Hill Climb? It’s so full of interest, there’s motor
cycles of course, plus cars, a soap box competition; well over 500 vehicles all get to climb
the hill twice each day. Then there is a steam fair, bandstand and live music, beer tent, many
food type trade stands, club stands, fantastic organisation in a relaxed and supportive
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manner which cannot be faulted.
SMCC presented a stand in the capable hands of the Buckingham family, (very appropriate
as Kop Hill is at Princes Risborough, Buckinghamshire) whilst club members charged the hill
on a plethora of Velocettes – three Mk 1 KTT’s, a KSS, a KTP and two early Velo two- strokes,
a Scott, AJS, James v-twin and a Rex Acme amongst others.
One hundred and eighty or so motor cycles were entered to climb Kop Hill dating from 1912
to 1973. The atmosphere, whilst waiting at the bottom of the hill for the off, in the late summer
sun was electric. The noise and the smell rose as we slowly approached the start line. To the
right was a line of raised grandstands stretching off into the distance, full of enthusiasts come
to experience the sight of the many unique vehicles brought to life for the event.
Motor cyclists and car drivers shared the event equally, all wandering around the large
paddock field with members of the public examining the historic machinery. The bikes most of
us are familiar with but I must digress to select a few cars with fabulous histories. The 1922
7.2 litre Leyland Thomas which achieved 170 mph in 1926 on Pendine Sands, the 1933 24
litre Napier-Railton with double overhead camshaft 12-cylinder engine which set a Brooklands
lap record of 143.44 mph in 1935 with John Cobb at the wheel. For Sunbeam enthusiasts the
three litre, eight-cylinder 1922 TT Sunbeam VII driven by Henry Segrave at the last Kop Hill
Climb in 1925 and gaining the fastest time of the day – plus more and more, too many to take
in, even over two days.
That first run up the hill you don’t know what to expect, is it very twisty? Will the bike make it
to the top? What happens if it runs out of puff? All these thoughts go through your mind as you
wait for your turn. Maggi and I had brought along two overhung crank Velocette two-strokes,
both had topped Sunrising previously. Waiting with machines ticking over on a hot morning for
15 minutes or more, we slowly moved forward. My G3 cut out a couple of times but restarted
readily. Maggi’s Ladies model just sat gently purring waiting for the off. These little Velos have
mechanical oil pumps and mine especially is prone to over-oiling on a closed throttle. Maggi
set off at a good pace with barely a whiff of smoke. As the flag dropped for me I quickly flicked
through the gears then took a look in the mirror, I was delighted to see a great white blanket
obliterating the start line and drifting slowly across the long line of spectator stands – well if
you haven’t got the speed you might as well make a show of it in another manner!

At the Start: Club member Judy Westacott aboard her Scott.

Kop Hill Climb is a charity event for the ‘Heart of Bucks’, fundraising for the local community
raising £230,000 over the six previous years. It often occurs to me we could ally our events
in a similar way, the organisers with approval could add an extra pound or two to the entry
fee for a named appropriate charity with collection for voluntary donations. Two hundred local
volunteers give their time over the weekend for what they clearly feel is a worthwhile cause.
There is an awful lot more I could tell you, but I think the photographs give the best pictorial
story. Better still, come to next year’s Kop Hill Climb. Even if you don’t enter a machine you
will enjoy the experience, you will need both days to see it all. It is a superbly organised and
stress free day and the people of Princes Risborough should be congratulated.

1929 Triumph 550cc side-valve
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Sammy Miller Museum: Latest Restoration

Book Review

John Hodson

Classic Motorcycle Restoration and Maintenance by Nigel Clark
This book gives a useful overview of choosing, restoring and maintaining a classic motorcycle.
Chapters are devoted to restoring all the main components of a motorcycle, workshop
practice, stripping down, fuels and lubricants, necessary documentation, general maintenance
and useful contacts.
The book will be particularly helpful to the novice about to tackle the restoration of a classic
motorcycle for the first time as much basic information is given, this will enable new owners
to do much of the restoration work themselves. However some tasks briefly covered, such as
the stripping, cleaning and reassembly of magnetos and dynamos, are perhaps best left to
experts.
Although the advantages of joining an owners club are mentioned, no owner’s club details
are given; it would have been helpful to have a list of owner’s clubs with contact details in the
useful contacts section.
Some readers might be relieved to note that there is little mention of two-stroke motorcycles
in the book. This is surprising as many modestly priced two-stroke motorcycles facilitate entry
into the classic motorcycle scene for the cash strapped novice.
The book is well illustrated, including many colour photographs. The index is poor, not
being nearly detailed enough and there is no bibliography giving references to sources of
information.
I doubt that long term members of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club will learn very much
from the book but it will be a useful addition to the Christmas stocking of young enthusiasts
venturing into the old motorcycling hobby. Hopefully this will generate an interest in classic
motorcycles which will grow into enthusiasm for veteran, vintage and post vintage bikes.
There are 272 A4 pages, 735 photographs and 80 diagrams, the recommended price is
£35. It is available directly from the publisher for the lower price of £28 plus £2.50 postage
etc and from books shops and internet sites, often at a discounted price. I bought the book
on eBay for £23.73 including postage. The book is published by The Crowood Press Ltd.,
Ramsbury, Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 2HR. www.crowood.com . ISBN 978 1 84797 881 3.

Book Review

Rob Smith

No Room For Watermelons' by Ron and Lynne Fellowes
A man, his 1910 motorcycle and an epic journey across the
world
Ron Fellowes is a retired diesel mechanic who has restored a
wide variety of vintage and classic motorcycles. In 2012 while
others his age were contemplating quiet retirement, Ron set off
on the journey of a lifetime. His dream to ride his 102 year-old FN
motorcycle across the world back to the Belgian factory where
the bike originated had all the hallmarks of an epic adventure:
one that was never going to be easy.
Sammy Miller is pictured with his latest restoration, a1923 Duzmo purchased from the estate
of the late Joyce Cobbing. Fitted with a 496cc OHV engine and three-Speed Sturmey Archer
Gearbox and Top Speed 80 mph. Raced in the 1920 TT by Bert Le Vack and designed by
John Wallace, this is a rare machine with only four known survivors. The museum is well worth
a visit, details are available on www.sammymiller.co.uk or 01425 620777.

For eight months Ron rode 14,600 kilometres through 15
countries under gruelling conditions, into some of the world's most
hostile territory. He faced appalling roads, desert sandstorms,
mountains too steep for the motorcycle's capability, the threat of
rockslides and bombings when he took a detour and pressure
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from armed police through conflict zones. He was robbed and when held at gunpoint, Ron
came face-to-face with his own mortality.
The motorcycle's limited capability, no gears, inadequate brakes and pedal assisted made it
a daily struggle. Breakdowns were common and only Ron's ingenuity and single-mindedness
with Lynne's moral and logistical support (Lynne followed the route by train carrying vital parts
and spares) and the generosity of others kept him going.
'No Room For Watermelons' is an engaging and entertaining account of one man's
determination to fulfil his dream. As someone much younger who has been glad to get to
Brighton on motorcycles of a similar age after a 47 mile ride on mostly smooth roads it is an
inspiration to me. If you have read and enjoyed Noel Whittall's books, this is the book for you.
Published by High Horse Books ISBN 978-0-646-93141-8. Available on Ebay, Amazon or
Waterstones or your local quality book shop should be able to order.
Ron's website is www.oldblokeonabike.com.

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR
SUNBEAM MEMBERS

Sunbeam MCC Regalia
A selection of Club Regalia is always available to purchase.
To view photos and prices visit www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk or contact Rob
Smith, 20 The Briars, West Kingsdown, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN15 6EZ.
01474 854239 rob_sv650@btinternet.com
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Members Advertisements

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free
advertising does not included business advertising. Do mention where you saw the advert
when contacting advertisers.
WANTED
Sunbeam engine or parts 1915/1919.
Ray Hudson 01934 844546 or email raymondleohudson@hotmail.co.uk. (10/15)
Wanted to buy: Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Pioneer rally lapel badges for years: 1990, 92,
94 and 2001. Also any lapel badges for the Pioneer rally for the years before 1983.
If you can help please make contact via: Email: wab1@btinternet.com, text/phone 07703
888857 (Private collector in Northern Ireland) (10/15)
Cylinder head for 1930's Mk 16A Villiers engine of 247cc. Held in place by three bolts rather
than the usual four.
John Hodson 01322 524567 or johnh587@googlemail.com (Kent) (10/15)
Triumph 1914 Model C engine parts wanted: Big-end crank pin, Piston pin and 2 tappet
rods. Or advice on where to get them made. This is my first Veteran and would like to get it
running for next year.
Please Call Marcus Whatling on 01843 224695 or aopkl@aol.co.uk (Kent) (10/15)
Wanted 1935 Triumph rear-brake lever, with ratchet teeth for parking brake. (The original
was inadvertently sold 10 years ago)
Julie Diplock 01797 344277 sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk (Kent) (10/15)
1929 Sunbeam model 9 oiltank (oval)
Rick Bailey 01797 344277 rjbailey43@hotmail.com (Kent) (10/15)
100mph Cowey speedometer, cash waiting, can collect.
Please call Mark 01403 822512 or 07779 583868. This will be used on the road. (08/15)
Pre-1914 AJS wanted
Please contact Pavel Baele (Belgium) via email pavel.baele@hotmail.com (06/15)
Precision engine, 1913/14 500cc s/v wanted; help get another veteran on the road.
Nick Smith 01474 852960 (evenings or weekends), or nick.smithgjrn@btinternet.com
(Kent) (06/15)
Wanted urgently, a pre-1934 BSA vee-twin three-wheeler. Top price paid for a good ‘on the
road’ example ‘cos I’m too old to take on work!
Ian Young 01453 810929 (Glos) (02/15)
Dimensions, drawing or a luggage grid to copy for a 1927 Sunbeam model 5.
Richard 01727 859796 (Herts) (02/15)
FOR SALE
1913 100cc JES machine, which was in full original patina
condition until a pedal crank broke as I was pedalling hard up
a hill. Now restored, it looks very pretty and Pioneer Run®
eligible or any cyclemotor event. The original tank carried
transfers for “Northern Depot Ltd, Liverpool” which I have
had re-made. Successfully run in the 75 +1 Pioneer event
and several small events near home. It still has the JES
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carburettor feeding an atmospheric inlet chamber. Perfect for someone who can ride a
bicycle – 1913 New Hudson. £5000.00 ono.
Contact Reg 01242 870375 before 9.00pm please. (10/15)
2008 Honda Trail Bike CRF 230 F. Button start, good condition. MOT. Not used for 22
months. £1650 ono Peter Donaldson 01322 332087 (10/15)
Old French home in Brittany, owned for 26 years. All up and running, fully kitted out (even
pushbikes), you just need your toothbrush. No catch. Ring for a chat £60,000
Peter Donaldson 01322 332087 (10/15)
1911 Douglas model D 340cc twin. Has been stored for many years, now with engine rebuilt
and running well in original oily-rag condition with all original parts. Original registration
number, Pioneer Certificate and currently SORN’d. £13,250.
Please phone to discuss 01584 811325 (Shropshire) (08/15)
1930 AJS R9 500sv. Complete bike in good solid condition for restoration. £3500
Arranarran2000@yahoo.com 07851091244 (Kent) (08/15)
Rudge Bicycle 1950s era. Complete and fair condition with three-speed hub gear. Suitable
for an auxiliary engine. £95.
Contact Baz Staple 01892 535671 jennybaz.staple@gmail.com Kent. (08/15)
A Lucas 319 Motor Acetythote Head Light. This is a very early acetylene unit in very good
condition and would enhance a veteran machine. £250.
Contact gnbpaine@hotmail.com 01727 837577 St Albans. Herts. (06/15)
Velocette two-stroke 220cc part-engine with polished and nickel-plated flywheel, oil pump,
inlet manifold and magneto drive. Also two other part-engines, front stand and unused GTP
piston in original box. Photos available, sensible offers please.
West Sussex 01798 865108 janegog@hotmail.co.uk (04/15)

Off The Saddle

Peter Donaldson

With our weekend at the end of August of two Trials and Camping (reported separately), that
is the last of our Trials run this year. There was something of interest in both those Trials.
For the first time our Club has offered computer entry and payment rather than the traditional
cheque and post system for all entrants, except those that turn up on the day. Other clubs
offer this and I decided as Secretary of the Meeting to give it a twirl. The entrant submits their
entry by email through the ACU and pays the ACU direct by credit/debit card. The ACU then
advise us by email of their entry and details, and then at the end transfer the total monies to
our Club Bank account less 3%. It also saves us on the day having to view the riders ACU
Members Card, which we normally do for the insurance side of the event. It also saves us
dealing with a host of individual cheques from riders through our accountancy systems and
bank; we just have one transfer of money per event for all ACU accepted entrants. The
acceptance of entries on our behalf rides on the back of the ACU individual membership
scheme, to which all trials riders have to belong. It worked a treat and about 20% of our total
entry came via this scheme. However, we are unable to use it for our Veteran and Vintage
events, nor for our Club subscriptions, as most entrants for V & V and Club members are not
individual ACU members.
So what used to be known as the International Six Days Trial (ISDT) and is now called the
International Six Days Enduro (ISDE) is over for another year. It was run in Czechoslovakia
and was a very gruelling event. In the 1960s, and before, this annual event was dominated
by British bikes and riders. These days no British bikes enter and it’s certainly not
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dominated by this nation. We did however, have one of our folk win the E2 Class, Jamie
McCannery. The two official British Teams lost two riders to machine problems and only had
eight members finish, all were awarded the cherished Gold Medals for keeping up to the
timetable at all time checks through the six days. Both teams gained fifth place, so well done
to them.
There is great news on the ladies front. The last round of the World Trials Championship
was run and the first three places overall were all British: Emma Bristow, Rebekah Cook and
Donna Fox, in that order. Just a few years back it was rare for us to get any British woman
in the first half dozen. This was followed by a team event, run in Spain this year, the FIM
Women’s Trial des Nations and the same three competitors from the series above won by a
clear 20 points. Fantastic.
Several riders from our Club have been around in the last month. Paul Casling rode the
Great Arbuthnot Trial for British bikes only on his 250cc Greeves and completed the course
with no marks lost, the results have not yet been published so don’t know where he was
positioned but a 70 odd miles course, with half of that off road and ten sections is good going.
Seasoned Arbuthnot rider, George Smith managed to drown his engine but on stripping
found no bad damage, these girder-forked Royal Enfields are tough! Chris Neville was overall
runner up in our Greybeards Trial. Chris is the last Sunbeam Club rider to have ridden in the
toughest annual event in the Southern half of England and Wales, the Sunbeam Southern
Experts Trial; he rode at Dover in 2007. Colin Hedges who lives in Hereford gets out most
weekends on his big British Matchless, mainly in the South West of England. He strays up into
the South East Centre from time to time keeping the Sunbeam flag flying. Martin Bell from the
Cotswolds gets out on his B40 BSA in trials occasionally and has plans to increase his outings
in selected events. He has also got his father’s old 1920s sloper BSA outfit up and running
again which his parents used many times in the early Welsh Weeks. It is his intention to return
to Wales on it next year, wonder if he wants a passenger? Neil Sinclair has finished work on
his 250cc Bultaco and has been practising on it at two trials where he recently observed. So
he is really back in the saddle, always a competitive rider we have high hopes of him back in
trials.

YOU are invited to The Chairman’s Lunch 12:30 pm Saturday
2nd January 2016 Shipley Bridge Pub (Chef & Brewer)
The Chairman’s Lunch will once again be held at Shipley Bridge Pub
(Chef & Brewer) Antlands Lane, Burstow, Surrey RH6 9TE.
Buy your lunch from the well stocked menu and pay at the bar. A separate
room will be reserved for us, this is to the LEFT as you enter the premises.
Directions: From the north on A23 take left fork on to B2036 Balcombe Road
at the Waitrose Garage roundabout, continue for approx 2 miles, under
the motorway flyover to the next roundabout, turn left into Antlands Lane,
continue just over the motorway and turn left into Antlands Lane East, pub is
on the right. If on M23, leave at Junction 10, take A264 to East Grinstead, at
next roundabout KEEP left at all times through Copthorne Village and you will
arrive at the junction opposite the Shipley Bridge, turn left and immediately
right.
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VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED

We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com

Ashford Classic Motorcycle Show: Easter Monday 28th March
Ashford Market, Orbital Park, Ashford, Kent TN24 0HB. 1 mile South M20 J10

South of England Classic Show Sunday 3rd April

South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL

Romney Marsh Classic Events
at Hamstreet, Nr Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD

Bikejumble: 10 am Sunday 1st May
Classic Show & Bikejumble: 10am Sun 26th June
Bikejumble: 10am Sunday 18th Sept
NEW : MCN Festival of Motorcycling
with Autojumble: 14th & 15th May

At The East of England
Showground, Peterborough PE2 6HE

South of England
Summer Classic Show
10am Sunday 24th July
South of England Classic Show Sunday 23rd October

South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL
ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE

01797 344277

October - November 2015

www.elk-promotions.co.uk
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2015 / 2016

27th August

Ginger beards Trial

Jackson Woods, Any Bike/
Horsmonden, British Bike
Kent

28th August

Greybeards Trial

Jackson Woods, All Classes
Horsmonden,
Over 40
Kent
years old

Contact Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk

Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.
16th November 8:00 Club Night

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com

3rd December 7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

Contact: Paul Rees (01323 844766) paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk

5th December

The Essex Meet

Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

West Kingsdown
All
Village Hall,
welcome
Kent, TN15 6BZ

Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087) peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk

Chiddingly,
East Sussex,
BN8 6HE

All
welcome

Contact: Marian Johnson (01255 554828) mari_35@btinternet.com

11th September Constable Run

Monks Eleigh,
Suffolk

Pre 1940

The Vine,
Great Bardfield,
Braintree

All
welcome

17th September 8th Sunbeam September Challenge

North Yorks

Pre 1931

21st December 8:00 Club Night

West Kingsdown
All
Village Hall,
welcome
Kent, TN15 6BZ

2nd January

Shipley Bridge Pub
All
Surrey, RH6 9TE welcome

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com

Chairman’s Lunch

14th February Gordon Jackson Trial

Bagshot Heath, Star group
North Hants

Contact Arnold Marshall (01797 270209) aw.marshall@btinternet.com

5th March

AGM

Peacock Lodge, Members
New Chapel, Surrey only
RH7 6HL

20th March

77th Pioneer Run ®

Epsom-Brighton

Pre 1915

17th April

2nd Oxen/Bucks Run

Chinnor, Oxon

Pre 1940

1st May

6th Ixion Cavalcade

Bexhill on Sea,
Sussex

Pre 1940

Contact: Neil Sinclair (07885-660939) sinclairndlp@hotmail.co.uk

Contact: Ian McGill (01293 771446) acsociable1@sky.com
Contact: Andy Middleton (01844 352844) apmiddleton@btinternet.com
Contact: Ian Cockshull contact@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

6/7/8/9th May Warwickshire Weekend

Kings Coulton
Pre 1940
Closed to Club

Contact: Rob Pond (01306 628297 / 07907 649751) hoochmil@aol.com

28th-29th May Conyboro Run and auto jumble

Chiddingly,
Sussex

18th-25th June 33rd Welsh Week

Llanbister

3rd July

Rose of the Shires Run

Stoke Bruerne,
Northants

Pre 1940

10th July

Garden of England Run

Headcorn,
Kent

Pre 1940

7th August

54th Graham Walker Run

Beaulieu,
Hampshire

Pre 1940

Contact: Jenny Staple (01892-535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com

Contact Colin Bentham (01761 241516) colinandpip@waitrose.com
Contact: Chris Tullett (01293 783862) ryan_moore@tiscali.co.uk
Contact Tony Lloyd (01737 555413) aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 771446) acsociable1@sky.com
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Contact Alec Thompson (01751 431478) alec81.thompson@mypostoffice.co.uk

25th September 3rd Romney Marsh Run
St Mary in the
Contact: Julie Diplock (01797 344277) sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk Marsh, Kent

Pre 1931
Flat tank
only

Pre 1940
Pre 1940
Closed to Club

Sunbeam Club News

Judy Westacott aboard her 1927 Scott At The Kop Hill Climb

October - November 2015
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Welsh Week and Garden of England Run

Photos Claire Emery

1927 500cc BMW R42 pictured on Welsh Week

1930 500cc James outfit at The Garden of England Run

